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Abstract.11

Background: Cross-sectional studies have shown lower cerebral blood flow (CBF) in Alzheimer’s disease (AD), but
longitudinal CBF changes in AD are still unknown.

12
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Objective: To reveal the longitudinal CBF changes in normal control (NC) and the AD continuum using arterial spin labeling
perfusion magnetic resonance imaging (ASL MRI).

14

15

Methods: CBF was calculated from two longitudinal ASL scans acquired 2.22 ± 1.43 years apart from 140 subjects from the
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI). At the baseline scan, the cohort contained 41 NC, 74 mild cognitive
impairment patients (MCI), and 25 AD patients. 21 NC converted into MCI and 17 MCI converted into AD at the follow-up.
Longitudinal CBF changes were assessed using paired-t test for non-converters and converters separately at each voxel and
in the meta-ROI. Age and sex were used as covariates.

16
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Results: CBF reductions were observed in all subjects. Stable NC (n = 20) showed CBF reduction in the hippocampus and
precuneus. Stable MCI patients (n = 57) showed spatially more extended CBF reduction patterns in hippocampus, middle
temporal lobe, ventral striatum, prefrontal cortex, and cerebellum. NC-MCI converters showed CBF reduction in hippocampus
and cerebellum and CBF increase in caudate. MCI-AD converters showed CBF reduction in hippocampus and prefrontal
cortex. CBF changes were not related with longitudinal neurocognitive changes.
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Conclusion: Normal aging and AD continuum showed common longitudinal CBF reductions in hippocampus independent
of disease and its conversion. Disease conversion independent longitudinal CBF reductions escalated in MCI subjects.
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INTRODUCTION 29

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative 30

disease characterized by amyloid deposition and cog- 31

nitive impairment [1, 2]. Cerebral blood flow (CBF) 32

is a fundamental physiological measure, and reduced 33

CBF (hypoperfusion) has been observed repeatedly 34

in AD using neuroimaging [3, 4], suggesting AD- 35

related neurovascular and neuronal dysfunctions. 36
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Hypoperfusion may even represent a major cause of37

AD pathology and subsequent cognitive decline [5].38

Arterial spin labeling (ASL) perfusion magnetic reso-39

nance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive technique for40

quantifying CBF without using exogenous tracers [6,41

7]. It is relatively low-cost and can be repeated many42

times, therefore its use is highly appealing in longitu-43

dinal AD studies. ASL hypoperfusion patterns in mild44

cognitive impairment (MCI) and AD subjects have45

been reported in [8–12]. While encouraging, most46

of these findings were based on cross-sectional data,47

and longitudinal CBF changes in the AD population48

have not been under-studied. Based on ASL CBF data49

from a small sample size, Wang reported AD conver-50

sion and reversion-related CBF decrease and increase51

[13]. Also based on a small sample size, Staffaroni et52

al. [14] reported that individuals with MCI who later53

converted to AD had lower baseline perfusion in the54

precuneus, middle cingulum, inferior parietal, and55

middle frontal cortices than non-converters. Exam-56

ination of changes in longitudinal CBF and their57

association to disease progression is still lacking in58

the literature. The purpose of this study is to exam-59

ine the longitudinal CBF changes in the course of60

disease progression using the large samples available61

from Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative62

(ADNI) (http://adni.loni.usc.edu). To the best of our63

knowledge, this study represents the first of its type64

published in the literature.65

MATERIALS AND METHODS66

Participants67

Data used were obtained from the ADNI database.68

ADNI was launched in 2003 by the National Insti-69

tute on Aging, the National Institute of Biomedical70

Imaging and Bioengineering, the Food and Drug71

Administration (FDA), private pharmaceutical com-72

panies and non-profit organizations, as a $60 million,73

5-year public private partnership. The primary goal of74

ADNI has been to test whether serial MRI, positron75

emission tomography (PET), other biological mark-76

ers, as well as clinical and neuropsychological77

assessments can be combined to measure the pro-78

gression of MCI to early AD. The ADNI 2 (phase79

2) includes a sub-study of ASL MRI for participants80

scanned on the Siemens 3T MRI platform (∼1/3 of81

enrolled subjects). This multi-site study allows for82

the assessment of ASL MRI sensitivity to disease83

severity across the spectrum from cognitively nor-84

mal adults, early and late mild cognitive impairment85

Table 1
Demographic characteristics of study subjects

NC MCI AD

Number of
subjects

41 74 25

Age (y) 72.9 ± 6.9 70.5 ± 7.0 72 ± 6.38
Age range (y) 60 – 85 56 – 85 61 – 82
Female:Male 25 : 16 43 : 31∗∗ 15 : 10∗∗
Years of education

(SD)
16.4 ± 2.3 16.4 ± 2.8 16.4 ± 3.1

mean GM CBF
(ml /100 g/min)

53.35 ± 17.36 52.64 ± 15.37 45.13 ± 13.30

MMSE 27.10 ± 7.76 25.85 ± 7.95 23.56 ± 5.77
∗∗means significantly different from controls.

(EMCI, LMCI), and mild AD. For up-to-date 86

information, see http://www.adni-info.org. Subjects 87

recruited in ADNI GO and ADNI II with MPRAGE 88

and ASL-MRI images were included and the cohort 89

included in this study contains 41 normal controls 90

(NC); age: 72.9 ± 6.9 years (mean ± standard devia- 91

tion), 74 MCI patients, age: 70.5 ± 7.0 years, and 25 92

AD patients, age: 72.0 ± 6.38 years. More detail of 93

the demographic information can be found in Table 1. 94

Image acquisition 95

Both high-resolution structural MRI data and ASL- 96

MRI data were downloaded. The structural images 97

were acquired using a 3D MPRAGE T1-weighted 98

sequence with the following parameters: TR/TE/ 99

TI = 2300/2.98/900 ms, 176 sagittal slices, within 100

plane FOV = 256 × 240 mm2, voxel size = 1.1 × 101

1.1 × 1.2 mm3, flip angle = 9◦, bandwidth = 240 Hz/ 102

pix. ASL data were acquired using the Siemens 103

product 2D PICORE sequence, which is a pulsed 104

ASL sequence using the Q2TIPs technique for defin- 105

ing the spin bolus [15]. The acquisition parameters 106

were TR/TE = 3400/12 ms, TI1/TI2 = 700/1900 ms, 107

FOV = 256 mm, 24 sequential 4 mm thick slices with 108

a 25% gap between the adjacent slices, partial Fourier 109

factor = 6/8, bandwidth = 2368 Hz/pix, and imaging 110

matrix = 64 × 64. 111

ASL data processing 112

Similar to our previous study [10], a SPM12 113

(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) based toolbox, 114

ASLtbx [16, 17] was used for preprocessing all 115

MR images. The steps for processing ASL images 116

include motion correction [17], temporal denois- 117

ing, spatial smoothing, CBF quantification, outlier 118

cleaning [18], partial volume correction, and spa- 119

tial registration to the Montreal Neurology Institute 120

http://adni.loni.usc.edu
http://www.adni-info.org
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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(MNI) standard brain space. Temporal filtering was121

achieved by using a high-pass Butterworth filter122

(cutoff frequency = 0.01Hz) and temporal nuisance123

cleaning. Temporal nuisances including head motion124

time courses (3 translations and 3 rotations), and the125

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) mean signal time course126

were regressed out from ASL image series at each127

voxel. CSF mask was defined during the T1-weighted128

structural image segmentation. Spatial smoothing129

was performed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel130

with a full-width-at-half-maximum of 6 mm. The pre-131

processed ASL label and control image pairs were132

then successively subtracted, and the control-label133

difference was converted into a quantitative CBF134

value using the one-compartment model included in135

ASLtbx. The detailed model parameters can be found136

in other references [19]. Quality assurance measures137

consisted of three different methods: 1) using the138

method proposed in [20], 2) subjects with CBF map-139

ping out of the range of mean CBF ± 3∗std were140

rejected. 20 AD patients’ CBF maps were rejected;141

and 3) three manual checks of the registration CBF142

images to the MNI space. The mean ASL image was143

registered to the high resolution structural T1 images144

using SPM 12. The corresponding registration trans-145

form was used to register the CBF maps into the146

structural MRI147

Structural images were segmented into grey mat-148

ter (GM), white matter (WM), and CSF using the149

segmentation tool provided in SPM12. These images150

were projected into the native ASL image space based151

on the registration correspondence between the mean152

ASL control image and the structural image; and153

they were subsequently used for extracting the CBF154

signals for temporal denoising and partial volume155

correction. The Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registra-156

tion Through Exponential Lie Algebra (DARTEL)157

routine [19] implemented in SPM12 was used to gen-158

erate a local template for all subjects based on their159

segmented GM and WM probability maps. The local160

template was registered into the MNI standard space161

using a linear affine transformation. With these two162

transformations, each individual subject’s brain was163

mapped into the MNI space. The slice-wise adap-164

tive outlier cleaning algorithm [17] was applied to165

the resulting CBF time series. Partial volume effect166

(PVE) correction was performed at each voxel in167

the GM using a previously described approach. The168

PVE corrected CBF map was then registered into169

the structural image space using the same regis-170

tration transformation from the mean ASL control171

image to the structural image described above. The172

meta-region-of-interest (meta-ROI) identified by 173

Landau et al. [21] was used to extract mean CBF in 174

the temporal parietal regions which have been shown 175

to be sensitive to AD-related CBF changes [10, 22]. 176

Statistical analysis 177

Table 1 shows the demographic information, 178

whereby the group differences were determined by 179

χ2 for sex and two sample t-tests for continu- 180

ous variables. The values are shown in the form 181

of mean ± SD. Only sex was significantly different 182

between the patients and NC. Additionally, Pear- 183

son correlation was computed between the change 184

of meta-ROI and the change of Mini-Mental State 185

Examination (MMSE) (This score was selected based 186

on the closest in date to the date of acquisition for the 187

ASL-MRI images.) 188

Subjects were classified into two categories based 189

on their disease diagnosis results at each time scan 190

timepoint using the clinical assessment data obtained 191

at the date close to the image data acquisition date: 1) 192

non-converters: subjects who did not have a change 193

in diagnosis across all sessions (i.e., NC to NC, MCI 194

to MCI, AD to AD), 2) converters: subjects whose 195

diagnosis progressed beyond their baseline diagno- 196

sis (i.e., NC to MCI, or MCI to AD). Since only 5 197

AD subjects remained after ASL CBF image quality 198

check, we did not run statistical analysis for the AD to 199

AD subgroup. Paired-t test as implemented in SPM12 200

was used to assess the longitudinal CBF difference 201

at the two scan dates at each voxel and for each 202

subgroup separately. Sex, age, and education were 203

included as covariates. A voxelwise statistical sig- 204

nificance threshold was set to p < 0.001. The Monte 205

Carlo simulation-based cluster size estimation was 206

used for correcting the multiple comparisons [23]. 207

For visualization, BSPVIEW [24] was used. 208

Mean meta-ROI CBF was extracted and compared 209

across time for each group of subjects. Neurocog- 210

nitive decline was assessed by MMSE, working 211

memory (the LIMMTOTAL (LIMM) and LDELTO- 212

TAL (LDEL) score), and daily function measure (the 213

Functional Assessment Questionnaire (FAQ)). Lon- 214

gitudinal neurocognitive decline was examined with 215

paired t-test for each group separately. Correlations 216

between the longitudinal meta-ROI CBF change and 217

the longitudinal neurocognitive score changes were 218

calculated using Pearson correlation analysis. Sex 219

and time difference between the two assessments was 220

included as nuisance. Because hippocampus is piv- 221

otal to memory and has been frequently implicated 222
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in AD, we repeated the above analyses for the bilat-223

eral hippocampus mean CBF. The hippocampus was224

defined by the Wakeforest PickAtlas [25] and cov-225

ers the entire hippocampus while the meta-ROI only226

contains a small sphere in the hippocampus.227

RESULTS228

Longitudinal CBF changes in non-converters229

Figure 1 shows the voxelwise longitudinal CBF230

difference for both stable NC and stable MCI patients.231

20 stable NC subjects had two ASL scans within232

2.45 ± 1.50 years. Figure 1A shows the significant233

CBF changes in the stable NC. The threshold was234

t > 3.57 at a p < 0.001 and a cluster size > 57. CBF235

reduction was found in the right and left hippocampus236

and left fusiform gyrus. Furthermore, the meta-ROI237

CBF computed for this group was 52.4 ml/100 g/min238

and 51.86 ml ml/100 g/min in the first and last ses-239

sions, respectively.240

Time difference between the two ASL scans241

for the 57 stable MCI patients was 2.18 ± 1.43242

years. Figure 1B shows their significant longitudinal243

CBF changes. The voxel-wise statistical significance244

threshold was t > 3.24 at a p < 0.001. The cluster size245

threshold was 57. Significant CBF reduction was246

found in left and right hippocampus, left and right247

cerebellum, basal ganglia, and left fusiform gyrus.248

The meta-ROI CBF for this group had a mean of249

53.35 ml ml/100 g/min and 51.20 ml/100 g/min in the250

first and last sessions, respectively.251

Longitudinal CBF changes in converters252

Figure 2 shows the voxelwise longitudinal CBF253

difference for the converters: NC to MCI and MCI254

to AD. 21 NC to MCI converters had two ASL255

scans within 3.00 ± 1.18 years. Figure 2A shows the256

significant longitudinal CBF changes in the NC to257

MCI converters at the statistical significance level258

of t > 3.55 at a p < 0.001 and a cluster size > 57. A259

reduction of CBF was found in the left and right hip-260

pocampus, right cerebellum, and an increase of CBF261

was found in the right putamen and right caudate262

nucleus. The meta-ROI CBF for this group showed a263

mean of 56.84 ml/100 g/min and 54.80 ml/100 g/min264

in the first and last sessions, respectively. No signifi-265

cant difference was observed (p = 0.42).266

17 MCI to AD converters had two ASL MRI scans267

within 1.71 ± 1.26 years. Figure 2B shows the longi-268

tudinal CBF changes defined by a statistical threshold269

of t > 3.6861 at a p < 0.001 and a cluster size > 57. 270

Longitudinal CBF reduction was found in the right 271

hippocampus and right superior orbital gyrus. 272

Table 2 lists the mean CBF of the meta-ROI for 273

each subgroup at both baseline and the follow-up 274

time. Table 3 lists the mean CBF of bilateral hip- 275

pocampus for each subgroup at both baseline and 276

the follow-up. Hippocampus ROI was defined by the 277

PickAtlas. Longitudinal CBF reduction in the sta- 278

ble MCI patients was statistically significant in both 279

meta-ROI and the hippocampus ROI, resulted in a 280

significant longitudinal CBF reduction in both ROIs 281

in the entire group. 282

Stable NC (NC-NC) showed significant longitudi- 283

nal memory decline as measured by LIMM (p = 0.04) 284

and LDEL (p = 0.003). Stable MCI patients showed 285

significant memory decline (LIMM, p = 0.02; LDEL, 286

p = 0.0002) and significant daily function impairment 287

as measured by FAQ (p = 0.0005). NC-MCI convert- 288

ers showed significant longitudinal memory decline 289

(LIMM, p = 0.05). MCI-AD converters showed sig- 290

nificant memory decline (LDEL, p = 1.4e-6) and FAQ 291

decline (p = 0.001). Longitudinal CBF changes were 292

not related to longitudinal neuro-cognitive decline in 293

any group (p > 0.1). 294

DISCUSSION 295

We examined longitudinal CBF changes in normal 296

aging, and patients in the AD continuum. In sub- 297

jects without disease progression (non-converters), 298

statistically significant longitudinal CBF reduction 299

was observed in the hippocampus and cerebellum in 300

both stable NC and MCI subjects. In subjects with 301

disease status change at the second timepoint (con- 302

verters), CBF reduction was found in the left and 303

right hippocampus and right cerebellum in NC sub- 304

jects who converted to MCI. MCI to AD converters 305

showed CBF reduction in the right hippocampus and 306

in the right superior orbital gyrus. No significant lon- 307

gitudinal changes were observed in the mean GM 308

CBF and the meta-ROI mean CBF in all populations. 309

Change of mean GM CBF or meta-ROI CBF was not 310

significantly related to the change of neurocognitive 311

changes as measured by MMSE, working memory 312

indices, and FAQ. 313

Cross-sectional studies [26] have suggested lon- 314

gitudinal CBF reductions occur in aging and AD. 315

Our data provide direct evidence of the longitudinal 316

CBF changes in hippocampus in both healthy elderly 317

and AD patients with or without disease progression. 318
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Fig. 1. Voxel-wise statistical analysis results of the within-subject CBF changes in patients with no change of disease status at both assessed
time points. CBF changes were marked with the red clusters. Panel A is the longitudinal CBF reductions in the 20 non-converter NC subjects;
significant CBF reduction was found in the left and right hippocampus and left fusiform gyrus. Panel B shows the longitudinal CBF reductions
in the 57 non-converter MCI patients; significant reduction of CBF was found on left and right hippocampus, left and right cerebellum,
basal ganglia, and left fusiform gyrus. The number underneath each image slice indicate the slice location in the MNI standard brain
space.
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Fig. 2. Voxel-wise statistical analysis results for the converter groups. Panel A shows the CBF change patterns in the 21 NC to MCI converters;
significant reduction of the CBF was found on the left and right hippocampus, right cerebellum, and an increase in CBF in the right putamen
and right caudate nucleus. Panel B shows the CBF change patterns for 17 MCI to AD converters; significant CBF reduction was found in the
right hippocampus and right superior orbital gyrus. The number underneath each image slice indicate the slice location in the MNI standard
brain space.

Table 2
Meta-ROI CBF in the baseline and the second time point

Group N CBF at baseline CBF at second p
time point

NC to NC 20 53.35 (17.58) 51.23 (15.14) 0.69
MCI to MCI 57 54.72 (16.55) 50.72 (15.99) 0.19
NC to MCI 21 57.97 (17.60) 54.00 (13.68) 0.42
MCI to AD 17 45.70 (7.23) 43.50 (13.19) 0.55
All Subjects 115 53.74 (16.16) 50.34 (15.19) 0.10

Values were shown in the format of mean and standard deviation
in the parenthesis. CBF is in the unit of ml/100 g/min. N represents
the number of subjects in each group after the remove of outliers.

Table 3
Hippocampal CBF in the baseline and the second time point

Group N CBF at baseline CBF at second p
(ml/100 g/min) time point

(ml/100 g/min)

NC to NC 20 41.83 (10.54) 40.19 (12.38) 0.34
MCI to MCI 57 41.63 (9.04) 37.11 (9.84) 0.0002∗
NC to MCI 21 44.59 (12.15) 38.51 (8.02) 0.06
MCI to AD 17 39.09 (7.14) 37.54 (10.19) 0.38
All Subjects 115 41.83 (9.71) 37.97 (10.02) 2.48x10−5∗∗
∗indicates p < 0.05. Values were shown in the format of mean
and standard deviation in the parenthesis. CBF is in the unit of
ml/100 g/min. N represents the number of subjects in each group
after the remove of outliers.

The hippocampus is a pivotal region for both aging319

and AD as it is the major region involved in episodic320

memory. Hippocampal CBF reduction overserved in321

both non-converters and converters suggests a disease322

independent hippocampal function decline during323

the progressive aging process. Cross-sectional stud- 324

ies have suggested larger longitudinal hippocampal 325

CBF reductions in the AD continuum than in normal 326

aging [4, 10], in line with the hallmark fast memory 327

decline in AD. One reason for missing the disease 328

related longitudinal CBF could be the limited sam- 329

ple size in the converter groups. In the current study, 330

the stable MCI group had the largest sample size and 331

their longitudinal CBF reduction patterns appeared 332

to be the largest among all four groups. Another rea- 333

son could be the symptom progression heterogeneity. 334

Even for the “stabilized” NC and MCI patients, we 335

still found significant memory decline and daily func- 336

tion decline at the second scan time. In other words, 337

some of the nonconverter NC and MCI might be 338

better grouped into converters or early converters as 339

also suggested by the AD subtyping concept [27]. 340

In addition to the hippocampus, aging-related CBF 341

reduction (the time effect) was demonstrated in both 342

normal elderly and MCI in other regions, includ- 343

ing the medial prefrontal cortex, cingulate cortex, 344

and ventral striatum. The medial prefrontal cortex 345

and cingulate are involved in memory and decision 346

making [28]. Reduction of CBF, seen over time, 347

in the medial prefrontal cortex may be related to 348

aging-related memory and decision making decay. 349

Hypoperfusion in cingulate was consistent with an 350

early SPECT imaging study [29], where cingulate 351

hypoperfusion was found to be predictive of AD. 352

Cingulate is involved in self-referencing [30], which 353

is related to memory. Hypoperfusion in cingulate 354
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cortex in aging and MCI may indicate impairments355

of self-referencing function. The “stable” MCI group356

showed longitudinal hypoperfusion in ventral stria-357

tum, indicating an impairment of reward information358

processing and motor function in MCI since ventral359

striatum is pivotal to those brain functions and has360

been reported to be affected in aging and AD [31,361

32, 33].362

Hypoperfusion was observed in the lateral stria-363

tum in the putamen and temporal cortex after patients364

converted to MCI from normal aging. However, this365

pattern was diminished in the MCI to AD conversion366

group. While we do not know the exact reason for367

this discrepancy, one reason may be the small num-368

ber of patients included in the MCI to AD conversion369

group. Disease severity-related CBF reduction in the370

parietal cortex, precuneus, and temporal cortex was371

reported in a previous ADNI ASL study [10]. In our372

current study, we did not find a hypoperfusion pattern373

in the parietal cortex and precuneus. Future studies374

are needed to investigate this discrepancy.375

No significant correlation was found between the376

longitudinal CBF change and the longitudinal neu-377

rocognitive decline in either the nonconverters or the378

converters. While this result may suggest a non-linear379

relationship between the longitudinal CBF change380

and the longitudinal neurocognitive changes, it may381

also be caused by the large population heterogeneity382

as we mentioned above and the relatively low signal-383

to-noise-ratio of the PASL sequence used in ADNI II384

ASL data acquisitions.385

Hypoperfusion patterns in MCI and AD detected386

by ASL CBF have been shown to be comparable to387

hypo-metabolism patterns detected by PET-FDG [22,388

34, 35]. Cerebral metabolism rate of glucose (CMR-389

glu) measured by PET has been long postulated to390

progressively decline as the disease progresses [36].391

A future important study could be assessing the lon-392

gitudinal CMRglu decline in the same groups as393

included in this paper or combining ASL CBF and394

PET-FDG CMRglu for better delineating the longi-395

tudinal brain versus behavioral relationship.396

Several limitations have been discussed above,397

including the relatively small sample size in three398

of the four groups, the relatively low signal-to-noise-399

ratio of the ADNI PASL data, and the neurocognitive400

progression inheterogeneity in each group. Larger401

sample size may be available when more ADNI data402

will be released. High quality ASL data are available403

from ADNI phase III study but there were few sub-404

jects who had converted from NC to MCI or from405

MCI to AD by the time we performed this study.406

Group subtyping is possible when larger cohort is 407

available. This study was also limited in terms of lack 408

of AD pathology analysis. We did not include lon- 409

gitudinal AD pathological data as few subjects had 410

the data at both time points and AD pathology may 411

not be sensitive to detect longitudinal neurocogni- 412

tive decline [37, 38, 39, 40]. Another limitation is 413

the unclear caffeine intake information at both the 414

baseline scan and the follow-up scan. The ADNI 415

patient enrollment excluded the use of antihyperten- 416

sive agents and benzodiazepines but it is unclear for 417

whether caffeine intake was controlled at each imag- 418

ing date. Previous studies have shown that caffeine 419

can cause transient acute CBF reductions [41, 42]. It 420

is possible that part of the longitudinal CBF reduction 421

might be contributed by caffeine intake difference 422

between the two timepoints. 423

CONCLUSION 424

Using ADNI longitudinal ASL data, we found 425

consistent longitudinal CBF reduction in the hip- 426

pocampus in normal aging and in the progression of 427

AD. Also, striatal CBF changes were found in the 428

progression of NC to MCI, suggesting this is a sign 429

of early disease progression and may be used as an 430

additional biomarker for early disease detection. 431
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